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The New $1 Cream for
All Your Neuropathy
Discomfort

A cream, not a pill, may be the most effective solution
yet for neuropathy sufferers; increases sensation in the
legs and feet, relieving burning, tingling, and numbness
By Dr. Henry Esber, Ph.D.
BOSTON − An exciting
clinical use survey study
shows that a new cream
can relieve leg and foot
discomfort in just 15
minutes of applying.
And according to the
study participants, burning,
tingling, and numbness
were the most common
symptoms to be relieved.
The
cream,
called
Diabasens,
recently
developed by scientists in
San Diego and became an
instant hit among those
suffering with neuropathy.
It’s
patent
pending
formula works within
minutes of contacting
the skin, initiating two
phenomena’s in the body.

The first phenomenon
is known as vasodilation
which triggers arteries
to
expand,
improving
circulation
in
the
extremities.
The second is called
TRPA1 activation and this
is what really has people
excited.

Research Shows
Correlation Between
Nerve Damage and
Sensation
Published
research
shows that neuropathy
symptoms arise when the
nerves in your legs and feet
break down and blood flow
is lost to the areas which
surround them.
As the nerves begin to
die, sensation is lost. This
lack of sensation is a major
cause of burning, tingling,
and numbness.
Remarkably, Diabasens
contains one of the few
known
substances
to
activate TRPA1, a special
sensory pathway right
below the skins surface
which
controls
the
sensitivity of nerves. It’s
these nerves that allow you
to feel hot, cold, and touch.
And
although
this
pathway has been known
about for years, neither a
drug or a pill has been able
to target it successfully.
That’s why Diabasens is so
impressive.
“It all comes down to
sensation. When sensation
is lost the foot feels
constantly asleep. It may
also burn and tingle. When
sensation is increased, these
nagging symptoms often go
away”, explains Dr. Henry
Esber, one of the scientists
behind Diabasens.
“That’s why Diabasens
performed so well in our
clinical use survey study.
It increases sensation and
blood flow wherever it’s
applied. It’s impressive to
say the least”

A Brilliant Technology
Most Failed to
Consider
Until now, many pharma
companies have failed to
develop a means of TRPA1
activation
to
manage
neuropathy. Diabasens is
one of the first to take full
advantage of this amazing
discovery.
“Today’s
treatment
methods have focused on
minimizing
discomfort
instead of attacking its
underlining cause. That’s
why millions of adults
are still in excruciating
discomfort every single
day and are always battling
effects” explains Esber

A NEW WEAPON FOR FIGHTING NEUROPATHY
DISCOMFORT: Diabasens increases sensation and blood
flow wherever its applied. It’s now being used to relieve
burning, tingling, numbness among other discomforts.

“Diabasens is different.
Since the most commonly
reported
symptoms...
burning, tingling and numb
legs and feet...are caused
by lack of sensation of the
nerves, we’ve designed
the formula increase their
sensitivity.
And since these nerves
are located right below
the skin, we’ve chosen to
formulate it as a cream. This
allows for the ingredients
to get to the site faster and
without any serious side
effects” he adds.

Study Finds
Restoring Sensation
the Key To Effective,
Long Lasting Relief
With the conclusion of
the human clinical use
survey trial, the makers of
Diabasens are offering it
nationwide. And regardless
of the market, its sales are
exploding.
Men and women from
all over the country are
eager to get their hands
on the new cream and
according to the results
study participants reported,
they should be.
In the trial above,
participants
taking
Diabasens
as
needed
experienced relief in just
15 minutes after applying!
Burning,
tingling
and
numbness were the most
commonly
reported
symptoms to improve.
Even more impressive,
when asked if this was
the best product they used
for their legs and feet,
90% gave a resounding
“Yes” with all participants
concluding they would
absolutely recommend it to
someone else.

A breakthrough
in neuropathy
management and
supportive care,
Diabasens is shown
to provide relief from:
• Discomfort
• Numbness
• Tingling
• Swelling
• Balance

Targets Nerves
Right Below
the Skins Surface
Diabasens is a topical
cream that is to be applied
directly the legs and feet.
It does not require a
prescription.
The active ingredient
is a compound known as
cinnamaldehyde.
Studies
show
that
neuropathy and discomfort
caused when peripheral
nerves breakdown and
blood is unable to circulate
into your legs and feet.

As
these
nerves
deteriorate, sensation is
lost.
This is why you may not
feel hot or cold and your
legs and feet may burn,
tingle and go numb.
Worse, without proper
blood flow, tissues and cells
in these areas begin to die,
causing pain that seems to
never go away.
The cinnamaldehyde in
Diabasens is one of the very
few compounds in that can
activate TRPA1, a special
sensory pathway that runs
through your entire body.
According to published
research, activating this
pathway increases the
sensitivity
of
nerves,
relieving feelings of tingling
and numbness in your legs
and feet.
Supporting ingredients
boost blood flow, support
cellular
health
and
stimulate the nerves for
increased sensation.

Amazing Relief
Exactly Where You
Need It
With daily use, Diabasens
users report remarkable
improvements in their
quality of life without of
the serious side effects or
interactions associated with
prescription drugs.
Readers can now enjoy
an entirely new level of
comfort that’s both safe
and affordable.
Users have found is
also extremely effective,
especially if nothing else
has worked with 90%
ravings it’s the best leg and
foot product they’ve ever
tried.

How to Claim a
Risk Free Supply
of Diabasens
This is the official
release of Diabasens.
As such, the company
is offering a special
discounted supply to any
reader who calls within
the next 48 hours.
A
special
hotline
number and discounted
pricing has been created
for all Wyoming residents.
Discounts will be available
starting today at 6:00AM
and will automatically be
applied to all callers.
Your Toll-Free Hotline
number is 1-800-631-6152
and will only be open for
the next 48 hours. Only a
limited discounted supply
of Diabasens is currently
available in your region.
Consumers who miss
out on our current product
inventory will have to
wait until more becomes
available and that could
take weeks. The company
advises not to wait. Call
1-800-631-6152 today.

THESE STATEMENTS HAVE NOT BEEN EVALUATED BY THE FDA. THIS PRODUCT IS NOT INTENDED
TO DIAGNOSE, TREAT, CURE, OR PREVENT ANY DISEASE. RESULTS MAY VARY. DIABASENS IS NOT A DRUG.

